In this study, we meta-analyzed empirical research of the effectiveness of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) on K-12 students' mathematical learning. A total of 26 reports containing 34 independent samples met study inclusion criteria. The reports appeared between 1997 and 2010. The majority of included studies compared the effectiveness of ITS with that of regular classroom instruction. A few studies compared ITS with human tutoring or homework practices. Among the major findings are (a) overall, ITS had no negative and perhaps a small positive effect on K-12 students' mathematical learning, as indicated by the average effect sizes ranging from g ϭ 0.01 to g ϭ 0.09, and (b) on the basis of the few studies that compared ITS with homework or human tutoring, the effectiveness of ITS appeared to be small to modest. Moderator analyses revealed 2 findings of practical importance. First, the effects of ITS appeared to be greater when the interventions lasted for less than a school year than when they lasted for 1 school year or longer. Second, the effectiveness of ITS for helping students drawn from the general population was greater than for helping low achievers. This finding draws attentions to the issue of whether computerized learning might contribute to the achievement gap between students with different achievement levels and aptitudes.
Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are computer-assisted learning environments created using computational models developed in the learning sciences, cognitive sciences, mathematics, computational linguistics, artificial intelligence, and other relevant fields. ITS often are self-paced, learner-led, highly adaptive, and interactive learning environments operated through computers. ITS are adaptive in that they adjust and respond to learners with tasks or steps to suit learners' individual characteristics, needs, or pace of learning (Shute & Zapata-Rivera, 2007) .
ITS have been developed for mathematically grounded academic subjects, such as basic mathematics, algebra, geometry, and statistics (Cognitive Tutor: Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997; Ritter, Kulikowich, Lei, McGuire, & Morgan, 2007; AnimalWatch: Beal, Arroyo, Cohen, & Woolf, 2010; ALEKS: Doignon & Falmagne, 1999) ; physics (Andes, Atlas, and Why/Atlas: VanLehn et al., 2002 VanLehn et al., , 2007 ; and computer science (dialogue-based intelligent tutoring systems: Lane & VanLehn, 2005 ; ACT Programming Tutor: Corbett, 2001 ). Some ITS assist with the learning of reading (READ 180: Haslam, White, & Klinge, 2006; iSTART: McNamara, Levinstein, & Boonthum, 2004) , writing (R-WISE writing tutor: Rowley, Carlson, & Miller, 1998) , economics (Smithtown: Shute & Glaser, 1990) , and research methods (Research Methods Tutor: Arnott, Hastings, & Allbritton, 2008) . There are also ITS for specific skills, such as metacognitive skills (see Aleven, McLaren, & Koedinger, 2006; Conati & VanLehn, 2000) . The use of ITS as an educational tool has increased considerably in recent years in U.S. schools. Cognitive Tutor by Carnegie Learning, for example, was used in over 2,600 schools in the United States as of 2010 (What Works Clearinghouse, 2010a) .
ITS are developed so as to follow the practices of human tutors (Graesser, Conley, & Olney, 2011; Woolf, 2009) . They are expected to help students of a range of abilities, interests, and backgrounds. Research suggests that expert human tutors can help students achieve learning gains as large as two sigmas (Bloom, 1984) . Although not as effective as what Bloom (1984) found, a recent meta-review by VanLehn (2011) found that human tutoring had a positive impact of d ϭ 0.79 on students' learning.
ITS track students' subject domain knowledge, learning skills, learning strategies, emotions, or motivation in a process called student modeling at a level of fine-grained detail that human tutors cannot (Graesser et al., 2011) . ITS can also be distinguished from computer-based training, computer-assisted instruction (CAI), and e-learning. Specifically, given their enhanced adaptability and power of computerized learning environments, ITS are considered superior to computer-based training and CAI in that ITS allow an infinite number of possible interactions between the systems and the learners (Graesser et al., 2011) . VanLehn (2006) described ITS as tutoring systems that have both an outer loop and an inner loop. The outer loop selects learning tasks; it may do so in an adaptive manner (i.e., select different problem sequences for different students), on the basis of the system's assessment of each individual student's strengths and weaknesses with respect to the targeted learning objectives. The inner loop elicits steps within each task (e.g., problem-solving steps) and provides guidance with respect to these steps, typically in the form of feedback, hints, and error messages. In this regard, as VanLehn (2006) noted, ITS are different from CAI, computer-based training, or web-based homework in that the later lack of an inner loop. ITS are one type of e-learning that can be self-paced or instructor directed, encompassing all forms of teaching and learning that are electronically supported, through the Internet or not, in the form of texts, images, animations, audios, or videos.
The growth of ITS and the accumulation of evaluation research justify a meta-analysis of the effectiveness of ITS on students' mathematical learning for the following three reasons. First, several reviews of the impact of ITS on reading already exist (Becker, 1992; Blok, Oostedam, Otter, & Overmaat, 2002; Kulik, 2003) . Most recently, Cheung and Slavin (2012) reviewed the effects of educational technology on K-12 students' reading achievement, relative to traditional instructional methods. They found an average standardized mean difference of 0.16 favoring the educational technology. No similar review regarding ITS with a focus on math has been carried out.
Second, much research on the effectiveness of math ITS has accumulated over the last two decades. Without rigorous summarization, this literature appears confusing in its findings. For example, Koedinger et al. (1997) found that students tutored by Cognitive Tutor showed extremely high learning gains in algebra compared with students who learned algebra through regular classroom instruction. Shneyderman (2001) found that, on average, students who learned algebra through Cognitive Tutor scored 0.22 standard deviations above their peers who learned algebra in traditional classrooms but only scored 0.02 standard deviations better than their comparison peers on the statewide standardized test. However, Campuzano, Dynarski, Agodini, and Rall (2009) found that sixth grade students who were taught math with regular classroom instruction throughout a school year outperformed those who were in regular class 60% of the school year and spent the other 40% of class time learning math with ITS, indicated by an effect size of Ϫ0.15. Thus, there is a need to gather, summarize, and integrate the empirical research on math ITS, to quantify their effectiveness and to search for influences on their impact.
Third, there has been increased attention in recent years on the effectiveness of math ITS for students' learning. The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) has completed several evidence reviews on some math ITS products. For example, the WWC produced four reviews on Carnegie Learning's Cognitive Tutor (i.e., the WWC, 2004 WWC, , 2007 WWC, , 2009 WWC, , 2010a . The WWC also reviewed the evidence on Plato Achieve Now (see WWC, 2010b) . The WWC reviews, however, did not include all math ITS. Our literature search identified more than a dozen intelligent tutoring system products designed to help students' mathematical learning. And, important for our effort, the WWC reviews did not examine factors that might influence the direction and magnitude of the ITS effect. In contrast, our effort does not focus on specific intelligent tutoring system programs but on their general effectiveness and on the factors that moderate their impact.
In sum then, a number of questions regarding the effectiveness of ITS can be addressed by a meta-analysis. Most broadly, it can estimate the overall average effectiveness of ITS relative to other types of instruction on students' mathematical learning. But more specific questions also may be answerable. For example, a metaanalysis can explore what kind of settings ITS work best in, as well as for what types of student populations. By using information across as well as within primary studies, a meta-analysis provides a useful quantitative strategy for answering these questions.
Method Study Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
For studies to be included in this meta-analysis, the following eight criteria had to be met:
1. Studies had to be empirical investigations of the effects of ITS on learning of mathematical subjects. Secondary data analyses and literature reviews were excluded.
2. Studies had to be published or reported during the period from January 1, 1990, to June 30, 2011, and had to be available in English.
3. Studies had to focus on students in grades K-12, including high achievers, low achievers, and remedial students. However, studies focusing exclusively on students with learning disabilities or social or emotional disorders (e.g., students with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder) were excluded.
4. Studies had to measure the effectiveness of ITS on at least one learning outcome. 6. Studies had to use randomized experimental or quasiexperimental designs. If a quasi-experimental design was used, evidence had to be provided that the treatment and comparison groups were equivalent at baseline (see WWC, 2008) . Studies with a significant difference between the treatment and comparison groups prior to the ITS intervention were excluded, unless information was available for us to calculate effect sizes that would take into account the prior difference.
7. Studies had to have at least eight subjects in treatment and comparison groups, respectively. Studies with sample sizes less than eight in either group were excluded. ‫ء‬ . After concluding these searches, we began to focus on math ITS.
We found that some math ITS studies could not be retrieved through the search keywords above and some ITS studies are locatable only through the use of particular ITS names. The reference list of Graesser et al.'s (2011) introduction to ITS, for instance, indicates that large numbers of studies are exclusively connected with particular ITS programs, such as Cognitive Tutor, AutoTutor, or CATO. Dynarski et al. (2007) evaluated the effectiveness of three mathematical educational software programs for sixth graders (i.e., Larson Pre-Algebra, Achieve Now, and iLearn Math) and three software programs for ninth graders (i.e., Cognitive Tutor Algebra, Plato Algebra, and Larson Algebra). All of these educational software programs were actually ITS products. However, we found our previous search only caught studies of Cognitive Tutor, the most widely used and studied ITS, and we missed all studies of the other software. This was also the case for the educational software evaluated by Campuzano et al. (2009) . Therefore, we used the names of some major software programs reported in Graesser et al. (2011 ), Dynarski et al. (2007 , and Campuzano et al. (2009) and conducted a third search in ERIC and PsycINFO. No new qualified studies were found. However, by screening all of the studies in the WWC reviews of Cognitive Tutor and Plato Achieve Now (i.e., WWC, 2004 , 2009 , 2010a , 2010b , we found five additional studies that qualified for inclusion. In summary, our search concluded with 26 qualified reports evaluating the effectiveness of ITS on K-12 students' mathematical learning.
Study Coding
We designed a detailed coding protocol to guide the study coding and information retrieval. The coding protocol covered studies' major characteristics, which included (a) the basic features of the study reports (e.g., whether the study was published or unpublished and when it was conducted), (b) research design features (e.g., sample sizes; whether the study used a randomized or quasi-experimental design), (c) the contexts of intervention (e.g., subject matter; whether the study compared ITS with regular classroom instruction, human tutors, or other education interventions; the duration of ITS intervention), and (d) the study outcomes (e.g., what and how outcomes were measured; when the assessments took place; the magnitudes and direction of the effect sizes).
Two coders independently coded the major features of each study, except the study outcomes, and then met together to check the accuracy of the coding. If there was a disagreement in coding, the two coders discussed and reexamined the studies to settle on the most appropriate coding. If the disagreement could not be resolved, the second author was consulted. The first author coded the study outcomes and then discussed the codes with the second author. The major specific variables coded are described later along with the study results.
Effect Size Calculation
We used Hedges'g, a standardized mean difference between two groups, as the effect size index for this meta-analysis. The preference for Hedges'g over other standardized-difference indices, such as Cohen's d and Glass's ⌬, is due to the fact that Hedges'g can be corrected to reduce the bias that may arise when the sample size is small (i.e., n Ͻ 40; Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981) . Hedges'g was chosen for this meta-analysis because the samples in many ITS studies are small.
Hedges'g was calculated by subtracting the mean of the comparison condition from that of the ITS tutoring condition and dividing the difference by the average of the two groups' standard deviations. A positive g indicates that students tutored by ITS achieved more learning gains than did those in the comparison condition. In cases for which only inference test results were reported but no means and standard deviations were available, g was estimated from the inferential statistics, such as t, F, or p values (Wilson & Lipsey, 2001) . For studies that did not report specific values of inferential statistics, we assumed a conservative value for effect size calculation. For example, if a study reported a statistically significant difference between the ITS and the comparison condition with p Ͻ .01, we assumed a p value of .01 for effect size calculation. 1 We calculated unadjusted effect sizes for a study if it only reported the ITS and comparison groups' mean posttest scores, standard deviation, and sample sizes. Unadjusted effect sizes did not take into account other variables that might have had an impact on the outcomes. For some studies, in addition to unadjusted effect sizes, adjusted effect sizes were also extracted. We called them adjusted effect sizes because they were calculated after adjusting or controlling for other variables, such as pretest scores. In some cases, adjusted effect sizes were based on means and standard deviations of gain scores (i.e., posttests Ϫ pretests), whereas in other cases they were based on covariance-adjusted means and standard deviations. For studies that reported descriptive statistics of both pretests and posttests, as suggested by D. B. Wilson (personal communication, April 18, 2011) , adjusted effect sizes were the differences between posttest and pretest effect sizes and their variances were the sum of posttest and pretest effect sizes variances.
Independent Studies, Samples, and Effect Sizes
To address effect size dependency issues, we used independent samples as the unit of analysis. Each independent sample is not the equivalent of a separate research report. One report could contain two or more independent studies. For example, we coded Beal et al. (2010) as two independent studies, each based on a different sample. The 26 reports contained 34 independent studies based on 34 independent samples. Table 1 presents the major features of all 31 studies in which ITS were compared with regular classroom instruction.
We used a shifting unit of analysis approach (Cooper, 2010) to further address possible dependencies among effect sizes. The benefits of the shifting unit of analysis approach are that it allows us to retain as much data as possible while ensuring a reasonable degree of independence among effect sizes. With this approach, effect sizes were first extracted for each outcome as if they were independent. For example, if a study with one independent sample used both a standardized test and a course grade to measure students' learning, two separate effect sizes were calculated. When estimating the overall average effect of ITS, these two effect sizes were averaged so that the sample contributed only one effect size to the analysis. However, when conducting a moderator analysis to investigate whether the effects of ITS vary as a function of the type of outcome measures, this sample contributed one effect size to the category of standardized test and one to that of course grade.
Data Analysis
We used the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2006) software for data analysis. Before the analyses, we conducted Grubbs (1950) tests to examine whether there were statistical outliers among the effect sizes and sample sizes. We conducted the meta-analysis using a weighting procedure and with both fixed-effect and random-effects models (Cooper, 2010) . A fixed-effect model functions with the assumption that there is one true effect in all of the studies included in a meta-analysis and the average effect size will be an estimate of that value. A fixed-effect model is suited to drawing conditional inferences about the observed studies. However, it is less well suited to making generalizations to the population of studies from which the observed studies are a sample (Konstantopoulos & Hedges, 2009) . A random-effects model assumes that there is more than one true effect and the effect sizes included in a meta-analysis are drawn from a population of effects that can differ from each other.
Two approaches were used to assess publication bias. First, a funnel plot was visually inspected. The suggestion of missing studies on the left side of the distribution indicated the possible presence of publication bias. Duval and Tweedie's (2000) trimand-fill procedure (available as part of the Comprehensive MetaAnalysis software) was then used to further assess and adjust for publication bias. Through this procedure, unmatched observations were removed (trimmed) from the data distribution and additional values were imputed (filled) for projected missing studies. Then, average effect sizes are recalculated.
Moderator Analyses
Testing for moderators was conducted on the groups of effect sizes that had a high degree of heterogeneity (Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, 2009 ). The purpose of testing for moderators was to identify variables associated with certain features of the primary studies that might be significantly associated with the effectiveness of ITS.
Results
The literature search located 26 reports that met our study inclusion criteria. The reports appeared between 1997 and 2010. The sample sizes in the reported studies ranged from 18 to 17,164. The 26 reports provided 65 effect sizes. Forty-seven effect sizes were unadjusted, meaning they were calculated from posttest outcome measures and did not control for variables other than the ITS treatment, which might have influenced the outcome measures; 18 were adjusted effect sizes, which were calculated after controlling for other confounding variables, such as pretest scores.
As mentioned in the Method section, to address effect size dependency issues, we used independent studies (i.e., samples) as the unit of analysis. The 26 reports contained 34 independent studies based on 34 independent samples. Of the 34 independent studies, 31compared ITS with regular classroom instruction. These 31 studies provided 61 effect sizes (see Table 1 ). In general, these 31 independent studies compared learning outcomes of instructions with an ITS component to those without one. Specifically, this comparison refers to four types of comparison situations. First, a large portion of the studies, for example, studies of Cognitive Tutor compared the learning gains of students who learned through instruction in which Cognitive Tutor was a significant part of regular classroom instruction with the learning gains of students who learned through traditional classroom instruction in which no Cognitive Tutor was involved. In such studies, interventions usually lasted for one school year or one semester during which students in the experimental groups generally spent 60% of their time in regular classroom learning and 40% of their time in the computer lab using Cognitive Tutor; students in the control groups spent 100% of their time in regular classrooms. Second, some studies compared students who learned solely through using ITS with those who learned in regular classroom instruction (e.g., Arroyo, Woolf, Royer, Tai, & English, 2010; Beal et al., 2010, Study 2; Walles, 2005) . Interventions in these studies usually lasted for just a few days. Third, two studies compared students' learning in conditions in which ITS partially took teacher's responsibilities (e.g., giving students guidance or feedback) to students' learning in conditions in which they received guidance or feedback from teachers (i.e., Hwang, Tseng, & Hwang, 2008; Stankov, Rosic, Zitko, & Grubisic, 2008) . Interventions in these studies lasted for several weeks to one semester. Last, one study compared students who used ITS as a supplement in addition to regular classroom instruction with students who learned through regular classroom instruction without using ITS as a supplement (i.e., Biesinger & Crippen, 2008) . Intervention in this study lasted for one semester. Because the comparison conditions in all four types of situations above involved either regular classroom instruction or teachers' efforts, we grouped them together as ITS being compared with regular classroom instruction.
Two independent studies (i.e., Mendicino, Razzaq, & Heffernan, 2009; Radwan, 1997) provided information on the effects of ITS on mathematical learning relative to that of homework assignments. One independent study (i.e., Beal et al., 2010) compared This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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ITS with human tutoring. We narratively reported the results of the studies that compared ITS with human tutors or home work conditions later in this section. We did not include them in the analyses described below so as to have a single clear comparison group. Therefore, the 61 effect sizes of ITS in comparison to regular classroom instruction made up the data for the results that follow.
With the 61 effect sizes, we formed three different data sets. The first data set included unadjusted overall effect sizes. It consisted of 26 effect sizes with each independent sample contributing one overall effect size to the data set. Here, if multiple effect sizes were extracted from the same sample, these effect sizes were averaged to estimate the overall effectiveness of ITS on this independent sample. The second data set included all unadjusted effect sizes. This data set consisted of all 44 unadjusted effect sizes from the 26 independent samples. The third data set consisted of 17 adjusted overall effect sizes from 17 independent samples. Some independent samples provided both an unadjusted and an adjusted overall effect size, whereas some only provided one type of overall effect sizes or the other.
We conducted analyses on adjusted and unadjusted effect sizes separately. One may argue that it would be beneficial to pool the two types of effect sizes so that the analyses would include all of the 31 effect sizes from the 31 studies. However, we think the benefits of conducting the analyses separately outweigh those of analyzing them together. We have three justifications. First, distinguishing adjusted and unadjusted effect sizes would allow us to examine whether estimates of ITS effectiveness differs with or without controlling for confounding factors. Second, the number of studies in the analyses did not increase significantly even if we analyze the effect sizes together. Specifically, if the effect sizes were analyzed together, the total number of studies would be increased from 26 (i.e., the number of unadjusted effect sizes) to 31 (i.e., the total number of independent studies or samples). Finally, analyzing the two types of effect sizes separately helps in interpretation. Differentiating adjusted and unadjusted effect sizes and integrating them separately allows us to provide clearer information regarding what each estimate of effect refers to with regard to the achievement outcome.
We conducted Grubbs (1950) tests to look for statistical outliers before calculating the average effect sizes. The Grubbs tests showed that, among the unadjusted overall effect sizes (k ϭ 26), one effect size (g ϭ Ϫ1.57) appeared to be an outlier (i.e., Plano, Ramey, & Achilles, 2007) . We found that the Plano et al. (2007) study provided information for both an adjusted (adjusted by pretest scores, g ϭ Ϫ0.48) and an unadjusted effect size (g ϭ Ϫ1.57). Clearly then, the unadjusted effect size was strongly impacted by the preexisting differences between the treatment and comparison groups. We reset the effect size to Ϫ 0.66, its next nearest neighbor among the unadjusted overall effect sizes. Among all the unadjusted effects sizes (k ϭ 44), the effect size (g ϭ Ϫ1.57) from the Plano et al. (2007) study again appeared to be an outlier. We reset the effect size to Ϫ1.03, its next nearest neighbor. The Grubbs tests detected no outliers among the adjusted overall effect sizes. We also conducted Grubbs tests on ITS and comparison group sample sizes. Again, we reset the outlier sample sizes to their nearest neighbors. We conducted analyses after adjusting the outlier sample sizes. As Table 1 shows, 10 different ITS were studied in the 31 independent studies comparing ITS with regular classroom instruction. Cognitive Tutor by Carnegie Learning was the most frequently studied. Specifically, Cognitive Tutor for algebra learning was evaluated in 16 studies; Cognitive Tutor for math was studied in three studies; in one study, Cognitive Tutor was used for geometry. As mentioned in the introduction, the WWC had completed four reviews on the effectiveness of Cognitive Tutor. Four other ITS (i.e., Larson Pre-Algebra/Algebra I, Achieve Now, iLearn Math, and Plato Algebra) were evaluated in a national-level study (see Campuzano et al., 2009; Dynarski et al., 2007) and were also reviewed by the WWC. The other two ITS that were relatively frequently studied were Wayang Outpost (see Beal et al., 2010; Walles, 2005) and Tutor-Expert System (see the three studies by Stankov, Rosic, Zitko, & Grubisic, 2008) . Online Remediation Software appeared in two studies by Biesinger and Crippen (2008) . AnimalWatch (Beal, Arroyo, Cohen, &Woolf, 2007) and Intelligent Tutoring, Evaluation and Diagnosis (Hwang et al., 2008) each appeared once.
Because Cognitive Tutor was most frequently studied, we briefly describe its mechanism, scope of use, and the length of its implementation. Cognitive Tutor is built on a cognitive theory called adaptive control of thought (Anderson et al., 1995) . Cognitive Tutor presents students with a series of problems and adaptively identifies a student's problem-solving strategy through his or her actions and comparisons with correct solution approaches and misconceptions generated by the program's cognitive model, a process called model tracing. Five curricula have been developed with Cognitive Tutor as their software component and have been used by more than 500,000 students in approximately 2,600 schools across the United States as of 2010 (WWC, 2010a). They are Bridge to Algebra, Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and Integrated Math. In these curricula, students generally spend three class periods per week in regular classroom learning and two class periods in computer lab using Cognitive Tutor. In most of the evaluation studies included in this meta-analysis, students used Cognitive Tutor for one school year or one semester.
Overall Effectiveness of ITS on Students' Mathematical Learning
We conducted meta-analyses on the data sets of unadjusted and adjusted overall effect sizes to examine the overall effectiveness of ITS on students' mathematical learning, compared with that of regular classroom instruction. All effect sizes were weighted by inverse variances. Of the 26 unadjusted overall effect sizes, 17 were in a positive direction, eight were in a negative direction, and one was exactly 0. Under a fixed-effect model, the average effect size was 0.05, 95% CI [.02, .09], p ϭ .005, and was significantly different from 0. Under a random-effects model, the average effect size was 0.09, 95% CI [Ϫ.03, .20], p ϭ .136, and was not significantly from 0. There was a high degree of heterogeneity 2 It is worth mentioning that we also calculated the average effect sizes and ran moderator analyses on the effect sizes without adjusting the outlier sample sizes. We found very minor differences in the analysis results between those with and without adjusted outlier sample sizes. These differences were not sufficient to lead to any major changes in conclusions. Therefore, we choose to only report the analysis results with the sample size outliers adjusted. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
among the 26 unadjusted overall effect sizes, Q t (25) ϭ 180.80, p ϭ .000. This indicates that it was unlikely that sampling error alone was responsible for the variance among the effect sizes; instead, some other factors likely played a role in creating variability as well. Of the 17 adjusted overall effect sizes, 10 were in a positive direction and seven were in a negative direction. Under a fixedeffect model, the average effect size was 0.01, 95% CI [Ϫ.04, .06], p ϭ .792, and was not significantly different from 0. Under a random-effects model, the average effect size also was 0.01, 95% CI [Ϫ.10, .12], p ϭ .829, and was also not statistically significantly different from 0. There was a high degree of heterogeneity among the 17 adjusted overall effect sizes, Q t (16) ϭ 54.01, p ϭ .000. Again, this suggested that it was unlikely that sampling error alone was responsible for the total variance among the effect sizes.
Examining Publication Bias
We conducted Duval and Tweedie's (2000) trim and fill procedure to assess the possible effects of publication bias. For unadjusted overall effect sizes, there was evidence that three studies on the left side of the distribution might have been missing under both a fixed-effect model and a random-effects model. The overall average effect size after imputing the three additional values was 0.04 under a fixed-effect model and was 0.03 under a randomeffects model. The average effect size for the observed effect sizes, as reported previously, was 0.05 under a fixed-effect model and 0.09 under a random-effects model. This implies that the average effect of ITS might have been slightly overestimated.
For adjusted overall effect sizes, three studies on the left side of the distribution were projected as missing under a fixed-effect model, and six effect sizes on the left side of the mean were projected as missing under a random-effects model. The overall average effect sizes after imputing the three additional values ranged from Ϫ0.04 to Ϫ0.01 using a fixed-effect model; the overall average effect size after imputing the six additional values was Ϫ0.09 using a random-effects model. The average of the observed effect sizes, as reported previously, were 0.01 under both a fixed-effect model and random-effects model. Therefore, there was little evidence that publication bias had much impact on the average effect size in this case.
Testing for Moderators on the Unadjusted and Adjusted Overall Effect Sizes
We conducted moderator analyses exploring nine variables that could possibly have an impact on ITS's effects. We chose these nine variables for two reasons. First, they represented important features of ITS intervention or research methodology. Second, there were at least two effect sizes associated with each of the category of the variable, in the data sets of both unadjusted and adjusted overall effect sizes, to allow meaningful analyses.
3 Tables 2 and 3 present the results of testing for moderators on the unadjusted and adjusted overall effect sizes, respectively. In each data set, the number of effect sizes involved might be different. For variables with more than two categories, we first conducted comparisons using all of the categories and then regrouped them to create a two-group comparison. We included the results of further analyses on the two-group comparison in the tables as well.
Subject matter.
Testing results showed that the effectiveness of ITS did not differ for different subject matters under a fixedeffect model, Q b (1) ϭ .12, p ϭ .726, nor did it differ under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ .62, p ϭ .431, for unadjusted effect sizes. The advantage of using ITS, compared with regular classroom instruction, was significant only for basic math under the fixed-effect model, indicated by the fact that the confidence interval of the effect size (g ϭ .06) did not contain 0.
For adjusted effect sizes, results showed the effectiveness of ITS on students' learning of basic math appeared to be greater than that of learning algebra under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 9.10, p ϭ .003, but not under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 1.62, p ϭ .204. 4 Specifically, under a fixed-effect model, the average effectiveness of ITS was g ϭ 0.11, 95% CI [.04, .19], on helping students learn basic math and g ϭ Ϫ0.05, 95% CI [Ϫ.13, .02], on learning algebra.
ITS duration. For unadjusted effect sizes, the effectiveness of ITS differed depending on the length of instruction under both a fixed-effect model, Q b (2) ϭ 16.28, p ϭ .000, and a random-effects model, Q b (2) ϭ 6.42, p ϭ .04. Further analyses revealed no difference between the short-term and one-semester ITS interventions. We therefore compared the combination of short-term and one-semester interventions with interventions of one school year or longer. We found that under a fixed-effect model, the average effectiveness of ITS was greater when the interventions lasted for less than one school year, g ϭ 0.23, 95% CI [.13, .32], than when they lasted for one school year or longer, g ϭ .02, 95% CI [Ϫ.02, .06]; under a random-effects model, the average effectiveness of ITS was also greater when the interventions lasted for less than one school year, g ϭ 0.26, 95% CI [.08, .44], than that of when they lasted for one school year or longer, g ϭ Ϫ.01, 95% CI [Ϫ.15, .14].
For adjusted effect sizes, results showed that ITS effectiveness also differed depending on the duration of intervention under both a fixed-effect model, Q b (2) ϭ 13.88, p ϭ .001, and a randomeffects model, Q b (2) ϭ 14.71, p ϭ .001. Further analyses revealed that the effects differed depending on whether the ITS intervention lasted for one school (or longer) or less than one school year under both a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 6.48, p ϭ .011, and a randomeffects model, Q b (1) ϭ 7.40, p ϭ .007.
Sample achievement level. We categorized study samples in terms of the academic achievement level of the subjects, using the way they were reported in the primary studies to categorize samples. Two types of student samples appeared. One consists of general students, a population that includes students of all achievement levels. Another consists of low achievers. There were three studies that reported results for low achievers (i.e., Biesinger & Crippen, 2008; Plano et al., 2007; Smith, 2001) . For unadjusted effect sizes, under a fixed-effect model, the effectiveness of ITS on 3 The second reason led us to drop a number of variables we initially intended to study. For example, we hoped to compare whether there was a difference in the effects of ITS when they were used to substitute for regular classroom instruction and when they were used only as a supplement to regular classroom instruction. We were unable to do so because, for the 17 adjusted effect sizes, only one effect size was associated with ITS used as substitute, versus 16 effect sizes associated with ITS as a supplement. 4 For adjusted overall effect sizes, we dropped one effect size associated with geometry, g ϭ Ϫ.19, 95% CI [Ϫ.34, Ϫ.04] This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. (1) ϭ 9.24, p ϭ .002, under a fixed-effect model. The difference was not significant under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 1.31, p ϭ .253. In this analysis, the only average effect size that was significantly different from 0 was the negative effect indicating that regular classroom instruction compared favorably with ITS under a fixed-effect model.
Schooling level. The unadjusted overall effect sizes were associated with samples of three schooling levels: (a) elementary school, which included K-5 grade levels; (b) middle school, which included Grades 6 -8; and (c) high school, which included Grades 9 -12. 5 The relative effectiveness of ITS on students' mathematical learning did not vary significantly in terms of schooling level under either a fixed-effect model, Q b (2) ϭ 2.11, p ϭ .349, or a random-effects model, Q b (2) ϭ 0.58, p ϭ .749. We regrouped the effect sizes into elementary school and secondary school levels. Again, results showed that the difference was not significant under either a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 0.51, p ϭ .473, or a randomeffects model, Q b (1) ϭ 0.37, p ϭ .545.
For the adjusted overall effect sizes, the effectiveness of ITS varied significantly in terms of schooling level under a fixed-effect model, Q b (2) ϭ 14.29, p ϭ .001, but not under a random-effects model, Q b (2) ϭ 3.07, p ϭ .215. The average effect sizes suggested that the effects of ITS might be most pronounced for students in elementary school, g ϭ .41, 95% CI [Ϫ.01, .84], compared with those in middle school, g ϭ .09, 95% CI [.01, .17] and in high school, g ϭ Ϫ.09, 95% CI [Ϫ.17, Ϫ.02]. However, when the effect sizes were regrouped into elementary and secondary school levels, no statistically significant difference was found between them under either a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 3.61, p ϭ .057, or a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 3.19, p ϭ .074.
Sample size. Among the 26 unadjusted overall effect sizes, nine were associated with sample sizes less than 200, 12 were associated with sample sizes over 200 but less than 1,000, and five were associated with sample sizes over 1,000. The unadjusted effectiveness of ITS corresponding to each of these three sample size categories varied significantly under a fixed-effect model, Q b (2) ϭ 14.28, p ϭ .001, but not under a random-effects model, Q b (2) ϭ 0.70, p ϭ .704. Further analyses revealed that the effects were greater when the study sample sizes were less than 200 than when the sample sizes were over 200 under a fixed-effect model, Q b (2) ϭ 5.94, p ϭ .015, but not under a random-effects model, Q b (2) ϭ 0.74, p ϭ .389. 5 We did not include three unadjusted and two adjusted effect sizes associated with studies in which samples were across both middle school and high school. It is also worthy to note that there were only three studies involved elementary school students and all of them were conducted by a same research team. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
The adjusted effectiveness of ITS associated with each of these three sample size categories varied significantly under a fixedeffect model, Q b (2) ϭ 12.49, p ϭ .002, but not under a randomeffects model, Q b (2) ϭ 2.77, p ϭ .251. Further analyses showed that the effects did not differ significantly between studies with sample sizes of less than 200 and those with sample sizes over 200 under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 2.03, p ϭ .154, nor did it under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 1.96, p ϭ .162.
Research design. For unadjusted overall effect sizes, 15 were from quasi-experimental studies and 11 were from true experiments. The average of the effect sizes from the quasi-experiments, g ϭ .09, 95% CI [.05, .14], was larger than that of from true experiments, g ϭ Ϫ.01, 95% CI [Ϫ.07, .05], under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 7.97, p ϭ .005. Only the average effect for studies using quasi-experimental designs was significantly different from 0. The difference was not significant under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 0.37, p ϭ .544.
The average of adjusted overall effect sizes from quasiexperiments and true experiments did not differ under either a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 0.92, p ϭ .338, or under a randomeffects model, Q b (1) ϭ 1.09, p ϭ .296. None of the average effects were significantly different from 0.
Year of data collection. For unadjusted overall effect sizes, the effects varied depending on the year in which the data were For adjusted overall effect sizes, the impact of ITS appeared to be significantly larger in studies with counterbalanced testing, g ϭ .08, 95% CI [.01, .14], than that of studies without counterbalanced testing, g ϭ Ϫ.08, 95% CI [Ϫ.16, Ϫ.004] under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 8.89, p ϭ .003. The difference was not statistically significant under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 0.44, p ϭ .507.
Report type. We grouped the reports into two categories: peer-reviewed journal reports and nonjournal reports. Nonjournal reports include government reports, conference papers, private reports, master's theses, and doctoral dissertations. For unadjusted overall effect sizes, the average effect size in peer-reviewed journals, g ϭ .28, 95% CI [.18, .37], was higher than that of nonjournal reports, g ϭ .02, 95% CI [-.02, .05], under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 24.45, p ϭ .000. The average effect of ITS was positive in studies in peer-reviewed journals. Under a random-effects model, the average effect size in peer-reviewed journals, g ϭ .30, 95% CI [.17, .43], was also statistically significantly higher than that of nonjournal reports, g ϭ Ϫ.01, 95% CI [Ϫ.15, .13], Q b (1) ϭ 10.03, p ϭ .002; again, the average effect of ITS was positive in studies in peer-reviewed journals. For adjusted overall effect sizes, the average effect size in peer-reviewed journals was not different from that of nonjournal reports under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 0.69, p ϭ .407, nor was the case under a random-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 1.98, p ϭ .160.
Testing for Moderators on All Unadjusted Effect Sizes
The data set of all unadjusted effect sizes consisted of all of the 44 unadjusted effect sizes, not averaged within independent samples. This data set allowed us to study two moderators: the measurement timing and the types of outcomes. The analysis results are also included in Table 2 .
Measurement timing. Within a single independent sample, we averaged the effects sizes that related to the same measurement timing. This reduced the 44 unadjusted effect sizes to 27 unadjusted effect sizes that were either associated with outcomes measured at the end of the school year or measured sooner than the end of the school year. The effectiveness of ITS when measured at the end of school year, g ϭ .01, 95% CI [Ϫ.03, .04], was lower than that when measured sooner than that, g ϭ .25, 95% CI [.14, .35], under a fixed-effect model, Q b (1) ϭ 17.84, p ϭ .000, but not under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 3.02, p ϭ .082.
Outcome type. As above, we averaged the effect sizes corresponding to the same outcome type within each independent sample. This resulted in 36 effect sizes in our analyses. Five different types of outcomes appeared in the studies. They are (a) course grades, (b) course passing rates, (c) scores from tests developed by teachers or researchers to specifically measure students' learning on the knowledge content that was covered by interventions, (d) scores from modified standardized tests that were either substrands of standardized tests or tests made up of some of the released standardized test questions, and (e) scores from standardized tests. Our preliminary analyses showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the average effect size associated with course grades or course passing rates and that of specifically designed tests, nor was a statistically significant difference between the average effect size associated with modified standardized tests and that of standardized tests. Thus, we grouped the first three outcome types into course-related measures and the last two outcome types into measures from standardized tests. Results show that under a fixed-effect model, the average effect size for course-related measures was g ϭ 0.19, 95% CI [.11, .27] , and g ϭ 0.02, 95% CI [Ϫ.02, .06] for measures from standardized tests, Q b (1) ϭ 13.19, p ϭ .000. The difference was not significant under a random-effects model, Q b (1) ϭ 2.09, p ϭ .148. Course-related measures showed a larger and positive ITS effect and were significantly different from 0 under both models.
Effectiveness of ITS in Comparison to Other Treatment Conditions
In comparison to homework. Mendicino et al. (2009) compared 28 fifth-grade students learning math in two different homework conditions over a period of 1 week. In one condition, students completed paper-and-pencil homework. In another condition, students completed Web-based homework using the ASSISTment system. ASSISTment is a Web-based homework system that facilitates students' learning by providing scaffolds and hints. A number sense problem set and a mixed-problem test were used to measure students' learning after each homework condition. To reduce the possibility that other factors might impact learning, Mendicino et al. implemented counterbalanced procedures so that all students participated in both paper-and-pencil and Web-based conditions. They were tested both before and after the intervention. Mendicino et al. reported an adjusted effect size of 0.61 favoring ITS and concluded that students learned significantly more with the help of the Web-based system than by working on paper-and-pencil homework.
Radwan (1997) compared the math performance of 52 fourth graders. Half were tutored using the Intelligent Tutoring System Model and the other half received no tutoring but worked on completing homework, both during the fifth period of school days. The experiment lasted for a total of 15 hr 40 min every day for 4 weeks. Students' learning was measured through a pretest and posttest of the Computerized Achievement Tests. Radwan's t tests on the test scores concluded that the experimental group performed significantly better than the control group did. On the basis of the overall score on the Computerized Achievement Tests, we found that this study yielded an unadjusted g ϭ .40, SE ϭ .28, and an adjusted g ϭ .60, SE ϭ .28. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
In comparison to human tutoring. Beal et al. (2010) studied the effectiveness of AnimalWatch, an intelligent tutoring system designed to help students learn basic computation and fraction skills to enhance problem-solving performance. The participants were sixth graders enrolled in a summer academic skills class in Los Angeles, California. Once per week for 4 weeks, 13 sixth graders spent 1 hr with math tutors and then 45 min with AnimalWatch, and 12 sixth graders learned math with their tutors (each tutor helped four to six students) using small group activities including blackboard lessons and worksheet practice. The mean proportion of correct scores was used to measure students' performance. Beal et al. concluded that students who spent half of their time using ITS and half of time with human tutors improved as much as did those who spent the entire time learning with a human tutor. We found that this study yielded an unadjusted g ϭ .20, SE ϭ .39.
Discussion

Summary of the Evidence
Findings of this meta-analysis suggest that, overall, ITS had no negative and perhaps a very small positive effect on K-12 students' mathematical learning relative to regular classroom instruction. When the effectiveness was measured by posttest outcomes and without taking into account the potential influence of other factors, the average unadjusted effect size was .05 under a fixedeffect model and .09 under a random-effects model favoring ITS over regular classroom instruction. After controlling for the influence of other variables (e.g., pretest scores), the average adjusted effect size was .01 under both a fixed-effect model and random-effects model also favoring the ITS condition. However, the average relative effectiveness of ITS did not appear to be significantly different from 0 except when effect sizes were unadjusted and a fixed-effect analysis model was used. Also, whether controlling for other factors or not, there was a high degree of heterogeneity among the effect sizes.
Very few studies compared ITS with homework or human tutoring. The few existing studies showed that when compared with homework or human tutoring, the relative effectiveness of ITS appeared to be small to modest, with effect sizes ranging from .20 to .60.
Testing for moderators yielded some informative findings. Table 4 presents a summary of the findings from moderator analyses using two different estimates of effect (i.e., unadjusted and adjusted effect sizes) and two analysis models (i.e., fixed-effect and random-effects models). Two findings were relatively robust. First, the effects appeared to be greater when the ITS intervention lasted for less than a school year than when it lasted for one school year or longer. This effect appeared regardless of whether the moderator analyses were conducted on unadjusted or adjusted effect sizes with a fixed-effect or random-effects model. Second, the effects of ITS appeared to be greater when the study samples were general students than when the samples were low achievers. And under a fixed-effect model, this difference was statistically significant regardless of whether the analyses were conducted on unadjusted or adjusted effect sizes.
Also, there was some evidence for the following three findings related to the methodology of the study: (a) The effectiveness of ITS appeared to be largest when the learning outcomes were measured before the end of the school year, (b) the effects of ITS appeared to be greater when measured by course-related outcomes than when measured by standardized tests, and (c) the average effect size of studies with smaller sample sizes appeared to be bigger than that of larger sample sizes. In general, these results are consistent with the findings related to methodological characteristics of primary studies in numerous meta-analyses.
Overall Effectiveness of ITS
The conclusion that ITS had no negative and perhaps a very small positive effect on K-12 students' mathematical learning relative to regular classroom instruction is largely congruent with the WWC's conclusions regarding the effects of math educational software programs (WWC, 2004 (WWC, , 2010a (WWC, , 2010b . Specifically, the WWC (2010a) concluded that Carnegie Learning Curricula and Cognitive Tutor software had no discernible effects on mathematics achievement for high school students but Cognitive Tutor ® Note. Yes denotes that the subcategory, for example, basic math, appears to be favored over the other subcategory or subcategories of that variable (i.e., subject). A ϩ denotes that the effects of the intelligent tutoring system (ITS) on the favored feature (i.e., subcategory), for example, basic math, was statistically significantly greater than those on the other feature (i.e., subcategory), such as algebra. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Algebra I had potentially positive effects on ninth graders' math achievement. The WWC (2004) found that students who used Cognitive Tutor earned significantly higher scores on the Educational Testing Service Algebra I test and on their end-of-semester grades than their counterparts who were taught with traditional instruction. Furthermore, the WWC (2010b) concluded that PLATO Achieve Now had no discernible effects for six graders' math achievement but the WWC considered the extent of evidence to be small. It is relevant to mention that the WWC conclusions were based on a very limited number of studies that met their evidence standards or met their standards with reservation. The present meta-analysis included all seven reports that had been identified as meeting the WWC's evidence standards or meeting their standards with reservation. This meta-analysis covered studies of many other ITS programs in addition to the two reviewed by the WWC. Thus, despite the differences in review scopes and methodology, the finding that ITS appeared to have no negative and perhaps a small positive effect on students' mathematical achievement is largely consistent with the conclusion from the WWC reviews.
Comparing the present meta-analysis with a recent meta-review by VanLehn (2011) illuminates an interplay of many issues pertaining to the effectiveness of ITS. VanLehn (2011) reviewed randomized experiments that compared the effectiveness of human tutoring, computer tutoring, and no tutoring. He found that the effect size of ITS was 0.76, which was nearly as effective as human tutoring, d ϭ 0.79. It appears that VanLehn (2011) found a larger effect than what the present meta-analysis revealed. However, we found that these two systematic reviews are different in at least three ways. First, the two reviews differ in subject domains and grade levels of students. The VanLehn (2011) review included studies of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, with no restriction of grade levels. As a result, it included a large portion of studies on the use of ITS in college students' learning. The present meta-analysis focuses on the effectiveness of ITS on K-12 students' mathematical learning. Second, the two reviews had different methodological standards and applied different study inclusion criteria. VanLehn (2011) covered experiments that manipulated ITS interventions while controlling for other influences and excluded studies in which the experimental and comparison groups received different learning content. For example, it excluded all studies of Carnegie Learning's Cognitive Tutor because students in the experimental groups used a different textbook and classroom activities than did those in the comparison groups. In contrast, in the present meta-analysis, we placed no such restrictions. In fact, our meta-analysis includes studies that compared two ecologically valid conditions in which ITS may or may not be the only difference between the conditions. As a result, 20 out of the 31 independent studies included in this meta-analysis are studies of Cognitive Tutor. Last, VanLehn (2011) selected the outcome with the largest effect size in each primary study. The present metaanalysis extracted effect sizes for all the outcomes possible in each study and averaged them. Taken together, the differences mentioned above may help explain the seemly discrepant findings from these two reviews. An overarching message from this is that when addressing the effectiveness of ITS, as is the case with many other educational interventions, one ought to ask a few questions: for whom, compared with what, and in what circumstances?
We compared the findings of the current meta-analysis with those of four recent reviews that focused on the effectiveness of computer technology or educational software on Pre-K to 12th graders' mathematical achievement. Methodologically, these reviews are also largely comparable with the current meta-analysis. In general, compared with the findings of some similar metaanalyses or systematic reviews of the effectiveness of educational technology, the effects of ITS appear to be relatively small. Kulik (2003) reviewed 36 controlled evaluation studies to examine the effects of using instructional technology on mathematics and science learning in elementary and secondary schools. He found that the median effect of integrated learning systems was to increase mathematics test scores by 0.38 standard deviations, or from the 50th to the 65th percentiles. He also found that the median effect of computer tutorials was to raise student achievement scores by 0.59 standard deviations, or from the 50th to the 72th percentiles. Murphy et al. (2002) reviewed 13 studies of the efficacy of discrete educational software on Pre-K to 12th grade students' math achievement. They found that the overall weighted mean effect size for discrete educational software applications in math instruction was 0.45, and the median effect size was 0.27. On the basis of the distribution of confidence intervals, they concluded that d ϭ 0.30 or greater appeared to be a reasonable estimate for the effectiveness of discrete educational software on mathematics achievement. Slavin and Lake (2008) reviewed 38 studies to investigate the effects of CAI on elementary mathematics achievement. They found that the median effect size was 0.19. In their review of middle and high school math programs, Slavin, Lake, and Groff (2009) found that the weighted mean effect size was 0.10 for the effectiveness of CAI.
We should be quick to point out that conclusions based on the comparisons of the findings from different reviews ought to be tentative because there were variations among the reviews regarding the types of educational technology. As the use of educational technology became such a common practice in teaching and learning, it is increasingly difficult to picture a matrix of existing and ever-changing educational technology. As described in the introduction and Method section, we defined ITS as self-paced, learner-led, highly adaptive, and interactive learning environments operated through computers. In the studies included in this metaanalysis, ITS delivered learning content to students, tracked and adapted to students' learning paces, assessed learning progress, and gave students feedback. We believe these features distinguish ITS from other educational technologies in previous reviews.
One possible explanation for the small effects revealed in this meta-analysis is related to the degree of technology implementation and the purposes of technology use in classrooms. Evidence suggests that computer technology appears to have stronger effects when being used as supplemental tools than when used as the only or main instructions. For example, Schmid et al. (2009) found that in terms of degree of technology use, low (g ϭ 0.33) and medium use of technology (g ϭ 0.29) produced significantly higher effects than did high use (g ϭ 0.14). They also found that in terms of type of technology use, when used as cognitive support (e.g., simulations), educational technology produced better results (g ϭ 0.40) than when it was used as a presentational tool (g ϭ 0.10) or for multiple uses (g ϭ 0.29). Also, Tamim, Bernard, Borokhovski, This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Abrami, and Schmid (2011) found that computer technology produced a slightly but significantly higher average effect size when used as supporting instruction than when it was used for direct instruction. Taken together, these findings imply that computer technology's major strengths may lie in supporting teaching and learning rather than substituting or replacing main instructional approaches or acting as a stand-alone tool for delivering content. However, further research is needed to reach a firm conclusion. Schmid et al. (2009) argued that future research ought to move away from the "yes-or-no" question and move to other issues, such as how much technology is desirable for improving student learning and how to best use technology to promote educational outcomes. In addition, much research has supported the view that educational technology can improve student motivation and therefore positively influence student academic performance (Beeland, 2002; Roblyer & Doering, 2010; U.S. Department of Education, 1995) . We speculate that as educational technology has become such a common part of learning environments in today's educational settings, student motivation and novelty effects related to the access of educational technology might have decreased. As a result, the relative effectiveness of educational technology may be declining.
Last, findings of this meta-analysis need to be interpreted with caution. As we described earlier, the results were largely based on the 31 independent studies that compared learning outcomes of instructions with an ITS component with those without one. This broad comparison covered four types of categorized situations that were different from one another to varying degrees. For studies in which ITS were the only difference between the treatment and comparison conditions, it is reasonable to conclude that the detected effectiveness difference can be attributed to ITS. However, when ITS were not the only difference between the conditions, differences in outcome measures cannot be attributed solely to ITS. For example, for studies of Cognitive Tutors, the treatment and comparison conditions could differ not only in the use of Cognitive Tutors but also in teachers or school environments. In such cases, it cannot be ruled out that the effectiveness of ITS is masked by the relative ineffectiveness of the other intervention components, such as teachers or school environments. It also could be the case that the effectiveness of the other intervention components is masked by the relative ineffectiveness of ITS. Taken together, this meta-analysis provides information regarding whether and how students' learning outcomes might differ depending on the involvement or absence of ITS from the instructions. However, one ought to be aware that the effectiveness differences may or may not be attributed solely to ITS.
Findings From Testing for Moderators
As summarized earlier, two robust findings stand out from this meta-analysis. The first finding was that the effects of ITS appeared to be greater when the intervention lasted for less than a school year than when it lasted for one school year or longer. We offer three possible explanations for this finding. First, it might be that the novelty factor wears off and students' motivation declines. This explanation would suggest that, just as is the case for many other interventions, too much of a good thing is not a good thing. Again, this brings us back to the important issue regarding how much technology is desirable and how to best use technology to improving student learning. Second, when ITS were in regular or long-term use in schools, researchers usually had no or very little involvement in the actual use of ITS during the study. In other words, the degree of implementation might have impacted the effectiveness of ITS.
Third, some differences in the durations of interventions might be responsible for the differential effectiveness of ITS. Specifically, we found that a number of major characteristics of the studies in which ITS lasted for one school year or longer might account for the small effect sizes yielded in the studies. These studies, such as the studies of Cognitive Tutor (e.g., Campuzano et al., 2009; Dynarski et al., 2007) , were more often based on big national samples; used more rigorous study methods, such as random assignment; and used more distal outcome measures, such as standardized achievement tests. In contrast, studies in which ITS lasted for short time or one semester generally produced bigger effect sizes for a number of reasons. For example, they studied relatively less known ITS, they were more often based on small sample sizes, they used less rigorous study methods, and they often used specifically designed or nonstandardized outcome measures. Many previous meta-analyses have concluded that the study differences mentioned above have an impact on the magnitude of effect sizes. Moderator analyses of this meta-analysis confirm this conclusion. We need to use caution in applying this finding to practices before further research is conducted and a firmer conclusion is reached.
The second finding was that ITS helped general students learn mathematical subjects more than it helped low achievers. One possible explanation is that ITS may function best when students have sufficient prior knowledge, self-regulation skills, learning motivation, and familiarity with computers. It is possible that general students have more of the characteristics needed to navigate ITS than low achievers do. Therefore, they benefited more from using ITS. For low achievers, classroom teachers, rather than ITS, might be better leaders, motivators, and regulators to help them learn. Research has found that there are differences in the ways that high achievers and low achievers used ITS and other computer-based instruction tools (Hativa, 1988; Hativa & Shorer, 1989; Wertheimer, 1990) . For example, Hativa (1988) found that low achievers, more than high achievers, were prone to make software-and hardware-related errors when working with a CAI system. He further concluded that it was possible that high achievers were much more able than low achievers to adjust to a CAI learning environment so that they were able to benefit more from it.
This finding draws new attention to the debate regarding whether the use of computer technology actually widens the achievement gap between high achievers and low achievers, students of high and low learning aptitudes, students with advantaged and disadvantaged backgrounds, or White and minority students. The results from some longitudinal studies of CAI have provided support for the notion that computerized learning contributes to the increasing achievement gaps between students with different socioeconomic statuses, achievement levels, and aptitudes (Hativa, 1994; Hativa & Becker, 1994; Hativa & Shorer, 1989) . Ceci and Papiero (2005) noted that nontargeted technology intervention that is used differently by advantaged and disadvantaged groups of students leads to achievement gap widening. This meta-analysis This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
adds further support to the above conclusions with the evidence that ITS might have contributed to the achievement gap between higher and lower achieving students. It is worth noting that only three studies provided results for low achievers. This issue merits considerable attention. As mentioned earlier, the motivation of ITS development is to help students achieve learning gains as they do with the help of expert human tutors. There has been the expectation that ITS, as a form of advanced learning technology, ought to be able to provide optimal conditions needed to teach all children, given their interactivity, adaptability, and ability to provide immediate feedback and reinforcement. Developers of ITS may also want to consider way to adapt ITS for students with a variety of aptitudes and design culturally relevant technology learning environments. Further research with more nuanced approaches for ITS evaluation is needed to provide more information for this issue.
Conclusion
This meta-analysis synthesized studies of the relative effectiveness of ITS compared with regular class instruction on K-12 students' mathematical learning. Findings suggest that overall, ITS appeared to have no negative and perhaps a small positive impact on K-12 students' mathematical learning. The main contributions of this meta-analysis lie on three fronts. First, it provided further evidence for the conclusions that educational technology might be best used to support teaching and learning. Second, this metaanalysis revealed that ITS appeared to have a greater positive impact on general students than on low achievers. This finding will likely draw considerable attention in policy debates on the issue of whether computerized learning might contribute to the achievement gap between students with different achievement levels or prior backgrounds. Meanwhile, this finding implies that ITS research might be helpful in gaining a better understanding of how better learners learn through ITS, especially in terms of cognitive and metacognitive factors. Third, findings of this meta-analysis confirm several conclusions from many previous meta-analyses concerning the association between methodological features (e.g., sample size, research design, and outcome measure) of primary research and the effectiveness of the intervention studied. On the basis of the findings of this meta-analysis and similar reviews of educational technology, it seems best to think of ITS as one option in the array of education resources that educators and students can use to support teaching and learning. For students who are motivated and can self-regulate learning, ITS might be effective supplements to regular class instruction. However, ITS may not be efficient tools to boost low achievers' or at-risk students' achievement.
